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Abstract—Recently, integrating satellite networks (e.g. Low-
earth-orbit satellite constellation) into the Internet of Things
(IoT) ecosystem has emerged as a potential paradigm to provide
more reliable, ubiquitous and seamless network services. The
LEO satellite networks serves as a key enabler to transform the
connectivity across industries and geographical border. Despite
the convenience brought from the LEO satellite networks, it arises
security concerns, in which the essential one is to secure the
communication between the IoT devices and the LEO satellite
network. However, some challenges inheriting from the LEO
satellite networks need to be considered : 1) the dynamic
topology; 2) the resource-constraint satellites; 3) the relative
long latency; 4) multiple beams authentication. In particular,
the centralized authentication schemes are no longer suitable
for the emerging LEO satellite assisted IoT ecosystem. In this
paper, we first introduce the architecture of the LEO satellite
network assisted IoT ecosystem. Then, we propose an efficient
and privacy-preserving blockchain-based authentication scheme.
The proposed authentication scheme takes the advantages of
certificateless encryption and consortium blockchain to provide
lightweight key pair computation without appealing devices’
information and efficient signature querying and verification. In
addition, a fast authentication mechanism is implemented in the
scheme in order to reduce the time complexity from querying
a certain record for the authentication within a satellite among
multiple beams. With the analysis of the storage and compu-
tation complexity, the performance evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Blockchain, Authentication Scheme, LEO Satel-
lite Network, Internet of Thing

I. INTRODUCTION

ALTHOUGH the Internet of Things (IoT) seems more than
promising to embrace the industrial sectors, such as oil

and gas industry, environmental monitoring and food and agri-
culture systems, it can be easily recognized that fundamental
performance limitations related to availability, resilience and
cost of terrestrial connectivity, where satellite network plays a
complementary role in supporting the development of the IoT
applications and in realizing the full potential of the intercon-
nected devices [1, 2]. For some IoT applications, the smart
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devices can be dispersed over a wide geographical area ( e.g.
ocean, valley and forest ), where the direct terrestrial networks
are not available due to the high cost for the deployment
and maintenance of the infrastructures, resulting in the lack
of the Internet access. In addition, the terrestrial networks
rely on the physical infrastructures deployed on the ground to
provide wired or wireless connectivity, which are fragile and
are easily damaged by nature disasters leading to the severe
Internet disruptions. The Gartner, Inc. no single networking
technology could satisfy a set of the competing requirements,
such as endpoint cost, power consumption, bandwidth, latency,
connection density, operating cost, quality of service, and
range, where the forthcoming generation of LEO satellite net-
works will play an irreplaceable role [3]. The Low-Earth-Orbit
(LEO) satellite constellation network has been recognized the
potential to provide the reliable and dependable connection
and has been effectively used as primary fallback for major
links to assure resilience to infrastructure failure, which make
the LEO satellite network ideal for fulfilling the needs of a
meaningful percentage of the IoT applications.

LEO satellite constellation network represents a group of
satellites which are arranged in several orbits (normally the
altitude is lower than 2000 km according the definition from
NASA), moving around the Earth’s surface periodically (e.g.
Iridium satellites constellation is shown in Fig.1 [4]) in order
to provide ubiquitous and seamless Internet access. Due to
its desired functionalities, much attention has been paid to
integrate LEO satellite constellation networks into IoT appli-
cations in both scientific research and industrial practice. Qu et
al. [2] summarizes the advantages of employing LEO satellite
constellation network in IoT and provided an overview of LEO
satellite constellation-based IoT system including constellation
design, interference mitigation, constellation network architec-
ture, routing scheme, and united higher layer design. Several
emerging IoT applications, which includes mission critical
applications, location based services, agriculture, tracking and
healthcare, are well discussed in [5] by taking the advantages
of the conglomeration of the IoT and the LEO satellite
constellation networks. Different satellite operators, such as
Vodafone and Inmarsat [6] provide backhaul for IoT devices
in smart farms in far corner of the globe, in which Milk Smarts
are already planning to leverage satellite backhaul of Low-
Power-Wide-Area to new solutions for precision farming in
Australian agribusiness.

Despite the great benefit brought by the conglomeration of
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Fig. 1. Iridium NEXT constellation of 66 spacecrafts (image credit: Iridium
Satellite)

the LEO satellite constellation network and IoT applications,
the communication between the ground and the satellites is
vulnerable to non-authorized or malicious attacks due to its
openness[7]. To achieve the secure communication in LEO
satellite constellation assisted IoT ecosystem, several features
inherited from the LEO satellite constellation network have
to be taken into consideration, The dynamic topology requires
the mechanism of the secure communication to be efficient
so that the users in the covered area can be served dur-
ing in passing by period; Frequent link switching happens
between beam-to-beam and between satellite-to-satellite, the
verification process should be lightweight that can be easily
performed on the satellite, and possible verification optimiza-
tion should be considered as well; The transmission delay for
the uplink/downlink is shorter compared to the other satellite
communication system like Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit
(GEO) system, however, it is still unavoidable consumption
of time which limit the communication efficiency; Limited
computing capability and storage space burdens the challenges
in designing the secure communication algorithms where those
heavy cryptography algorithms are no longer applicable. These
intrinsic characteristics make the LEO satellite constellation
network more vulnerable to counterfeiting, tampering and
other security threats than traditional terrestrial networks. A
simplest solution is to develop a lightweight and efficient
authentication scheme for such LEO satellite constellation
network assisted IoT ecosystem, which is the first and most
fundamental step to ensure the network security.

However, most existing lightweight authentication ap-
proaches [8][9][10][11][12] are developed for terrestrial IoT
applications which are not appropriate for the LEO satel-
lite constellation assisted IoT applications due to its unique
characteristics as the aforementioned. Traditional centralized
or decentralized authentication scheme is built under the
assumption of the third trustworthy parties, which usually

requires the true identity information to issue a certificate,
thus compromising the user’s privacy. Additionally, the third
trustworthy parties are usually deployed at the core network,
which may increase the latency since it is far away from
the smart devices at the edge of the network. Routing and
re-routing is also time-consuming, thus, lower the quality
of services. Recently, blockchain technology has received
considerable attention for its great potential in addressing the
security issues in IoT applications [13, 14]. By leveraging its
distributed nature and consensus mechanism, the blockchain
technology provides a way to carry out transaction during the
dynamic and wide coverage circumstances with other entities
without the dependency on the third trust authority. Many
blockchain-based authentication approaches have been devel-
oped regarding to various IoT applications, such as smart city
[15], VANETs[16], 5G networks [17] and etc.. Moreover, the
public key infrastructure (PKI) are employed to authenticate a
legal entity that introduces a long authentication time together
with heavy overhead of certificate storage and management,
which could not meet the requirements of the LEO satellite
assisted IoT applications. Lightweight authentication scheme
such as identity-based encryption or certificateless encryption
could be a potential solution.

A. Related works

Since the study of the authentication scheme in the LEO
satellite constellation networks assisted IoT ecosystem is a
new concern, few research has been developed in this area.
As the fundamental of this emerging ecosystem, the tradi-
tional satellite networks have been widely studied. Generally,
the authentication scheme for the satellite network relies on
the technology of the public key cryptosystem, symmetric
cryptosystem, hash function, Identity-based certification and
blockchain technology.

Regarding the centralized authentication approaches,
Cruickshank first presents an authentication protocol [18]
for the satellite network by using public key cryptosystem,
achieving the mutual authentication between the users and the
network control center (NCC). However, the high computation
overhead and the complexity of managing the public keys
make the system inefficient. In 2005, Chang also introduces
a mutual authentication protocols that simply makes use of
hash and XOR function [19] in order to provide simple and
efficient authentication at low computation cost. Nevertheless,
NCC is involved in every authentication procedure, which
restricted the performance as a bottleneck and may lead to
single point of failure. Moreover, Chang’s scheme does not
take the user’s privacy into consideration so that may suffer
from the impersonation attacks. A hybrid authentication
scheme which combines the symmetric cryptosystem and the
public key cryptosystem is proposed by Chen et al. [20] in
2009. This authentication scheme removes the complexity
of the PKI and avoids the complex computation from the
user’s side. Besides, they claims that no sensitive information
is stored in the verification table. In 2012, C.C.Chang et
al. improves Chen’s scheme to resists common malicious
attacks, in which the security scheme is based on the discrete
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logarithm problem and one-way hash function [21]. In 2016,
Liu.Y et al. proposes a lightweight authentication scheme
for the satellite network that involves only hash functions,
XOR, and string concatenation operations. In 2020, Hu et
al. [22] introduces a direct percolation routing algorithm
based on the satellite grid structure, which achieves low
delay and high reliability. Kong et al.[23] implements an
efficient and secure user access and inter-satellite handover
mechanism in an LEO constellation-assisted beyond 5G
system, where the control-plane and the user-plane session
keys can be successfully established with high efficiency. Liu
et al.[24] proposes an access authentication protocol with user
anonymity and traceability to reduce the communication delay
and signaling cost of access authentication. A hierarchical
group key distribution scheme is also implemented to avoid
the re-authentication.

Inspired by the blockchain technology, many blockchain-
based authentication schemes have been introduced into var-
ious IoT applications. H. Yang et al. [25] introduces an
architecture of blockchain on the basis of trust authentication
for 5G network and a blockchain-based anonymous access
scheme implemented in cloud radio over fibre network. Lee
and Kim [26] achieves authentication and data protection in a
smart meter system by using blockchain technology and zero-
proof technology, which can prevent the data tampering and
avoid reveling the user’s original data to the third parties. Zhu
et al.[27] presents a blockchain-based identity framework for
IoT and illustrates how to implement it in smart homes, which
enhances the autonomous extraction of the signature and
enables the creation of the blockchain-based identity for their
owners. Although the blockchain seems a promising solution
to achieve the authentication, with respect to the decentralized
authentication protocol in satellite networks, related researches
are quite insufficient. Wei et al. [28] proposes a new distributed
authentication protocol with IBE for the key management and
with encryption-decryption and blockchain for rapid handover
authentication. This scheme provides the logging function
with the consideration of the dynamic topology and frequent
link switching of LEO satellite network. Zhao.C, Shi.M and
Huang.[29] implements a hashchain-based identity authentica-
tion and privacy protection scheme in the satellite-terrestrial
integrated network, which can support effective data security
for the intelligent transportation systems. A token-based ac-
cess control framework with effective intrusion detection for
blockchain-based satellite communication system is proposed
by Cao [30], which effectively prevents malicious attacks. Li
et al. [31] presents an architecture composed of satellite and
ground equipment, which improves communication security
through all the stages including the communication, registra-
tion, authentication, and revocation of information. Deng et
al. [32] proposes a Blockchain-based Authentication Protocol
Using Cryptocurrency Technology (BAPC) including three
stages of access authentication, which achieves fast switching
authentication and improve the efficiency of generating blocks.

Unfortunately, most of the aforementioned authentication
mechanisms are under the assumption that satellites act as
the relays between the users and the ground facilities in
order to provide the data forwarding services. Therefore, the

authentication scheme is implemented between them, which
usually causes long access delay. Additionally, most of the
current access authentication schemes are commonly using
the centralized approaches, in which each procedure of the
authentication requires the NCC’s participation, leading to the
congestion and single point of failure. Moreover, users’ privacy
is another serious concern for the authentication whereas most
above works do not take into consideration (e.g. [18], [19],
[20] ). Although some authentication schemes utilizes the
group signature to protect the user’s privacy [33] [34], [35], the
group signature requires considerable computation complex-
ity. Furthermore, these techniques demand the update of the
signing key when revocation occurs, resulting in unnecessary
delay. Thus, these schemes are time-consuming and unsuitable
for the LEO satellite networks assisted IoT ecosystem.

B. Contributions

Taking the above challenges into consideration, we develop
a blockchain-based authentication scheme (BC-Authen) for
the LEO satellite assisted IoT ecosystem by aggregating
the lightweight certificateless encryption into the blockchain
technology. The main contributions of our work can be sum-
marized as the follows:
• We introduce an emerging architecture for the LEO

satellite network assisted IoT ecosystem, in which the
LEO satellite network plays a supplementary role in order
to provide the seamless and reliable Internet access where
are lack of the terrestrial networks. The LEO satellite
network as the Internet access provider can cooperate
with various consortium as long as they require satellite
Internet services.

• The consortium blockchain technology is adopted to
record the registration activity and achieve the certifi-
cate transparency. All the selected entities in the LEO
satellite network assisted IoT ecosystem can monitor the
authorities by verifying the signature in each transaction
and checking the corresponding updates in the nearby
blockchain node.

• Considering the realistic scenario, the consumer who
would like to use the Internet services via LEO satellite
network may have a branch of smart devices that need to
get the access. The novel data structure named the Merkle
Patricia Tree (MPT) extended from the conventional
blockchain is adopted for the purpose of eliminating the
storage and computation intensive certificate revocation
list. This distributed certificate management reduces the
signal cost and the latency since the satellites do not need
to communicate with the ground control center that often.

• We take advantages of the certificateless encryption to
compute the key pairs for smart devices, which not only
reduce the computation time but also preserve the privacy
of the smart devices. The link-ability between the user’s
real identity and the pseudo identical information is stored
in the local semi-control center so that prevent the privacy
leakage to the LEO satellite network provider.

• Comparing the authentication scheme with [28], [31] and
[32], our scheme requires less storage space on satellites,
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as well as shows the better efficiency and the better
privacy protection in authentication phase .

C. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes the technologies utilized in the proposed BC-
Authen scheme and introduces an overview of the system ar-
chitecture including each component and their functionalities.
Section 3 presents the processes of BC-Authen scheme for the
LEO satellite network assisted IoT ecosystem. Some security
analysis are discussed in Section 4, while the performance
results shows in Section 5. The conclusion and future work is
summarized in Section 6.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first describes the technologies employed
in the proposed BC-Authen scheme for LEO satellite constel-
lation network assisted IoT ecosystem. After that, an overview
of the system architecture for LEO satellite constellation net-
work assisted IoT ecosystem is introduced, following with the
functionalities of each component. Finally, a list of symbols
used throughout this paper is summarized in TABLE. I.

A. Blockchain Technology

The blockchain (BC), first introduced as the underlying
technology of the cryptocurrency Bitcoin [36], is an immutable
and distributed ledger that can record the transactions between
any untrustworthy parties in a verifiable and permanent way.
Some researchers have directly extracted the core technical
principle of Bitcoin system, which is blockchain, to build
platforms such as Hyperledger[37] and Ethereum [38] for
further application developments. For those blockchain-based
platforms, there is neither a centralized control nor a central-
ized storage for maintaining its data, resisting to the denial
of service attack and avoiding the privacy disclosure. All
participants can be identified by their public keys. Once the
transactions are encrypted and verified by the entire network, it
will be duplicated maintained at each participants, avoiding the
single point of failure. With these attractive features including
the universal accessibility, incorruptibility, and the ability to
store and transfer the data in a secure manner, blockchain
technology has been widely adopted into different areas other
than the cryptocurrency [39], one of which is authentication.

1) Blockchain Technology Selection: Generally, the
blockchain technology has been categorized into three types:
public (permission-less) blockchain, private (permissioned)
blockchain and consortium (hybrid) blockchain [40], which
mainly differs in the mining and the transaction issuance and
validation, as well as the access restriction. In the public
blockchain, no one is in charge, and every user with the
Internet connection can create a personal address and join the
blockchain network by submitting the transactions and adding
entries to the ledger. For private blockchain, it belongs to
the private property of an individual or an organization as its
name suggests. In other words, the in charge looks after of
those important things such as mining, granting the access,

Fig. 2. Consortium Blockchain network structure

creating and validating the transactions. The consortium
blockchain has more than one in charge compared to the
private blockchain, which allows a group of companies or
representative individuals making decision together for the
best benefit of the whole network. In this type of blockchain,
the selected representative nodes are responsible for mining
and conducting transaction related computation.

The BC-Authen scheme proposed in this paper selects the
consortium blockchain technology as shown in Fig. 2 for sev-
eral reasons. First, the LEO satellite network is only accessible
for those parties which has been granted the authority to
use the LEO satellite network services. Second, considering
the privacy protection, the corporate parties may not be
willing to grant the full rights to the LEO satellite network
providers, where the consortium blockchain can be utilized
to select representatives from different parties and supervised
the transactions together. Third, compared to the centralized
private blockchain and the public blockchain, the consortium
blockchain could provide the distributed supervision with less
computation.

2) Merkle Patricia Tree: The Merkle Patricia Tree(MPT) is
first proposed in Ethereum [38] that provides a cryptograph-
ically authenticated data structure for the Ethereum. Inspired
by the Trie, the MPT advances the Merkle tree, in which two
features have been added to the common Merkle tree in order
to improve the efficiency for data update and lookup. What is
more, it forms a persistent data structure, which can provide
the proof of membership. The Ethereum introduces three types
of nodes in the MPT named as Leaf node, Extension node and
Branch node that can be expressed as a key-value pair. The
value is the content of an MPT node, while the key is the hash
of this node. Importantly, the nibble is the unit to comprise
the path to each node in MPT.
• Leaf node is a node without a child. In BC-Authen

scheme, a leaf node represents a certificate transaction
that contains enough information for verifying a legal
entity. The nibbles in the leaf node is for accessing
the leaf node by the accumulation of keys and branches
traversed from the root.

• Extension node has a series of nibbles of size greater than
one that are shared by at least two distinct keys past the
accumulation of nibbles keys and branches as traversed
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from the root.
• Branch node have up to 16 branches from 0 to f that

correspond to each of the sixteen possible nibble values
for the keys at this point in their traversal.

The MPT is used to achieve a decentralized Certificate
Library that are maintained at those selected representative
nodes. The branches can be used to manage different corporate
parties efficiently and explicitly.

B. Defination of Verifiable Identity Based Encryption

The certificateless cryptography [41] is developed based on
the identity based encryption in order to solve the key escrow
problem. It consists of six-tuple of probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithms, namely Setup, Extract-Partial-Private-Key,
Generate-User-Keys, Set-Private-Key, CLS-Sign and CLS-
Verify, which are explained briefly as below.
• Setup(1λ): A global set-up algorithm is executed by Key

Generation Center (KGC) that takes security parameter
1λ as input and returns KGC’s master secret key MSk
and global system parameters params. Only KGC knows
the value of MSk.

• Extract-Partial-Secret-Key(IDi, MSk, params): After
verifying the identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗ of user i , KGC
calculates a partial secret key PSki with (MSk, params,
IDi) as inputs for user i. The user i can verify PSki
anytime when it is required.

• Generate-User-Keys(IDi, params): An algorithm takes
the identity IDi and the global parameters params and
outputs a public key Pki and a Secret-Value xi. This is
run by the user i, who can use the Secret-Value xi to
construct the full private key.

• Set-Private-Key(PSki, xi, params): The user i runs a
deterministic algorithm that takes those parameters to get
its full private key Ski.

• CLS-Sign(m, Ski, params): A signature σ is generated
with the secret key Ski, message m and global parameters
params, and then transmitted to the receivers.

• CLS-Verify(IDi, Pki, σi, params, m): Receivers verify
the signature σi with given parameters and output VALID
if the signature is original, otherwise outputs INVALID.

C. Unified System Architecture for LEO Satellite assisted IoT

Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of BC-Authen for LEO
satellite network assisted IoT ecosystem with partial data
stream showing how the system work, in which the LEO
satellite network provides the Internet access for the smart
devices, the corporate consortium is the potential client who
need the satellite network to facilitate the data forwarding, and
the data center refers to cloud platform which could provide
storage services.

1) LEO Satellite Network: The LEO satellite network,
typically consisting of several groups of satellites, several
ground gateways (GGW ) and the network control center
(NCC), acts as an Internet service provider, which aims at
providing the seamless and reliable Internet access for the
legal smart devices. The NCC deployed at the ground is

Fig. 3. An overview of the BC-Authen system model

the core control center for all satellites, which is responsible
for initializing the generic block by calculating the system
parameters and key pairs for each satellite. On each orbit, one
satellite is selected as the satellite gateway (SGW ), which
stores and maintains the blockchain, as well as verifies the
user’s identity. The other satellites on the same orbit follows
the result of verification from the satellite gateway to process
the forwarding data and cache a copy of the certificate in order
to faster the verification scenario when the user change to other
beams within the satellite. The ground gateways are distributed
at different locations so that ensure the feeder link could be
received globally and easily.

2) Corporate Parties: As showing in Fig. 3, the corporate
parties are those industrial sectors, who need the LEO satellite
network services to assist the data forwarding. For these
industrial companies, the sensors and the actuators are usually
distributed at wide geographically places with a Semi-Control
Center(SCC) assisting all the events. The involved companies
will be responsible for reaching the agreement of the services
with LEO satellite network provider, as well as for calculating
all the key-pairs for each entity owned by the company.
The headquarter of the corporate party and the SCC of the
companies act as the miner of the BC-Authen scheme, which
not only keeps a copy of the transactions but also issue
and verify the transactions. Once the smart devices request
a connection to a satellite, it can directly send the encrypted
data together with its signature to the satellite.

3) Data Center in the Cloud: The cloud center can be a
part of the whole system, which is employed by the corporate
parties to store the forwarded data from the smart devices. The
cloud center calculates its key-pairs and register the related
signature information on the blockchain. At the same time,
the cloud center also maintains a copy of the blockchain in
order to verify whether the forwarded data is coming from the
legal users. Thus, the integrity and the confidentiality of the
sensing data is protected.

The authentication procedures in the the proposed BC-
Authen scheme are: 1) The smart devices (such as sensors)
first check whether they have registered for the LEO satellite
network service. 2) If yes, the smart devices collect the data,
encrypted it and send it to the satellite that serves covered
region at this moment together with its signature. 3) If no, the
smart devices can send a registration request to the SCC, who
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Symbols Meaning
params The security parameters of the system

MSk The public master key of the NCC
IDX

i The identity of smart device i owned by party X
xXi A secret value of the smart device i

PkXi The public key of the smart device i
SkXi The private key of the smart device i
σi The signature of device the smart device i

SGWm The identity of the satellite gateway of group m
Sm
n The identity of satellite n in the group of m

Enc(m, k) Encryption algorithm that encrypt m with key k
Dec(m, k) Decryption algorithm that decrypt m with key k

can conduct the registration for those smart devices in charge.
4) Upon receiving the message from the sensors, the satellite
first search its cache for a fast authentication. 5) Otherwise, the
satellite sends the verification request to its SGW and follows
the command from the SGW. 6) The satellite will forward the
data to the cloud center if the sensor is authenticated together
with its signature; otherwise, drop the message. 7) When the
encrypted data arrives at the cloud center, it queries on its
local blockchain and verifies the signature of the satellite. The
data will be stored once it keeps the authenticity.

At the end, a list of notations and definitions in the proposed
model are given in TABLE. I.

III. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME FOR
LEO SATELLITE NETWORK ASSISTED IOT ECOSYSTEM

In this section, we propose an efficient and privacy-
preserving authentication scheme based on the extended
blockchain for the LEO satellite network assisted IoT ecosys-
tem. Following the four phrases System Initialization Phase,
Registration Phrase, Access Authentication Phrase and Fast-
access Authentication Phrase, the BC-Authen scheme could
be realized.

A. Procedures for Authentication Scheme

Fig. 4 illustrates the complete procedures of the proposed
BC-Authen scheme for LEO satellite network assisted IoT
ecosystem. The BC-Authen scheme is triggered when the
smart device requests the connection to the LEO satellite net-
work. It first checks whether the smart device has registered in
the platform or not. If yes, the smart device could use its public
key to encrypt the data and send it to the satellite with its
signature. Upon receiving the signature and the encrypted data,
the satellite first run the fast access authentication algorithm
to validate whether the data is sent by the genius smart device.
The authentication phase will be carried out by the satellite
gateway when the fast authentication phase failed. Once the
authenticity is valid, the satellite will provide data forwarding
services. In this BC-Authen scheme, the smart devices can be
verified by its own public key registered in the blockchain,
where the certificate is no long needed.

1) System Initialization Phrase: NCC as the control center
of the LEO satellite network is responsible for initializing
the BC-Authen scheme. NCC takes security parameter λ

Fig. 4. The complete authentication procedures

as input and calculates the master secret key MSk and
the global system parameters params. Before deploying
the satellites, the NCC takes global system parameters
params to compute the key pairs for each satellite and each
GGW . This step does not need to use the certificateless
calculation since the NCC and the satellites are owned to
the same company. While for those corporate parties, the
certificateless algorithm can be conducted to create key pairs
for all involved entities as introduced in Section 2. After that,
NCC initialize the first block by registering all the involved
entities. The certificate transaction of an entity contains
the public key, entities’ authority, certificate start time,
certificate end time and a signature from its owner, note that
TA(ID||Pk||Authority||StartT ime||EndTime||Ownersign).
Note that all entities are genius with this process.

2) Registration Phrase: In the registration phrase, NCC
plays as an semi-trust authority, which is responsible for calcu-
lating the public key, partial secret key and a certificate for the
legal smart devices using certificateless encryption algorithm.
If the owner of the smart devices has already reached the
agreement with the LEO satellite network service provider,
the smart device will be registered into the blockchain. During
the certificate’s valid period, the smart device is allowed to
access the LEO satellite network at any time. Otherwise, a
new coming smart device need to register first.

The SCC who is in charge of the new coming smart device
need to submit the partial unique identity related information
with its signature to NCC in order to obtain the public key
and private key together with a certificate signed by NCC.
Suppose that the corporate party X deploy a new smart device
IDX

A , which need to access the LEO satellite network. The
calculation procedures are as follows:

1) The SCC provides the unique identical information
(such as a series code) IDX

A to NCC, which can be
differentiated from the other smart devices belong to the
same corporate party. In this way, the linkability between
the real smart device and its identity information is
protected.

2) The NCC calculates the partial secret key PSkXA for
smart device IDX

A .
3) The NCC encrypts the partial secret key PSkXA and

transmits it to the SCC together with its signature.
4) Upon receiving the message from the NCC, the SCC first

validate if the message is from the NCC by comparing
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the signature stored in local blockchain.
5) Once verified, the SCC randomly select a secret value

xXA and computes the public key PkXA and full private
key SkXA .

6) The SCC updates a certificate record of

IDX
A ||StartT ime||StopT ime||PKX

A ||σXA
SignSCC{IDA||StartT ime||StopT ime}

(1)

in its local blockchain and broadcast it to the other nodes
with its signature.

7) Other selected miner nodes in the proposed BC-
Authen scheme appends the new transaction into their
blockchain after verifying the authenticity of the trans-
action and the previous root hash of the sender’s branch.

Algorithm 1 Key Generation for Smart Device
Input: IDX

A

Output: PkXA , SkXA
1: SCC sends registration request IDX

A ||σSCC
2: if σSCC = valid then
3: PSkXA ← (IDX

A ,MSk, params)
4: NCC sends the PSkXA ||σNCC to SCC
5: if σNCC is valid then
6: (PkXA , Sk

X
A )← (PSkXA , x

X
A , params)

7: end if
8: end if

Algorithm 1 illustrates the key generation operators for a
smart device in the Registration Phrase. After that, the SCC
will register the smart device in the blockchain, while each
selected representative follows the Algorithm 2 to verify the
transaction, the flag FTj will be set to 1 once successfully
verified. Once completing the verification, the selected repre-
sentatives append the transaction by running the Algorithm
3, in which the value is the certificate obtained from the
algorithm 1 and the key is the hash value of the value. Since
the the sender’s identity has been verified in the algorithm 2,
Algorithm 3 will only focus on how to register the verified
transaction in the blockchain.

Algorithm 2 Verify the Transaction
Input: Tj , σ
Output: true, false

Procedure VerTrans (Tj , σ)
1: FTj

← 0
2: (ID, Pk)← QueryAuthority(σ)
3: VTj ← V er(Tj , σ, ID, Pk)
4: if VTj

= valid then
5: FTj

← 1
6: else
7: Abort
8: end if

At this point, the smart device IDX
A has completed all the

procedures of registration and is allowed to access the LEO
satellite network services.

Algorithm 3 Register the Node in MPT
Input: The current MPT T, key, value
Output: The update MPT T ′

1: SCC broadcasts the IDscc||Sign(T, key, value, T ′)
Procedure InsertNode(key, value)

2: Pkscc ← QueryBC(IDscc)
3: (T, key, value, T ′)← Dec(Sign(T, key, value, T ′), Pkscc)
4: if T holds then
5: Calculate T ′ with (key, value)
6: if T ′ holds then
7: Append the (key, value) and update T ′

8: else
9: Abort

10: end if
11: else
12: Abort
13: end if

3) Access Authentication phrase: The access authentication
phrase describes the scenario when a smart device wants to get
access to a satellite, which is shown in Fig. 5 The following
processes give an overview of how this phrase is realized:

1) When the smart device IDX
A wants to connect to LEO

satellite network, it directly encrypts the data using
public key PkXA , sign it with its private key SkXA , and
send message (1) to the served satellite Smn .

m1 = IDX
A ||Enc(Enc(data, PkXA )||σXA , SkXA ) (2)

2) When the satellite Smn confirms that there is no fast ac-
cess authentication information available (see the details
in the fast access phrase). The satellite Smn sends the
smart device identity and signature (IDX

A , σ
X
A ) to the

satellite gateway SGWm who is in charge of the group
m of the satellites and maintaining the local blockchain.

3) After receiving the request from the satellite Smn , the
satellite gateway SGWm retrieves the block and find the
corresponding public key of the smart device. If found,
then the satellite gateway SGWm uses its public key
PkXA decrypts the message (2) and compares the σXA . If
the signature is the same, the satellite gateway replies
VALID_USER, otherwise, the satellite gateway replies
INVALID_USER.

4) The satellite Smn follows the commands returned by
the satellite gateway SGWm, and serves the smart
device IDX

A if get VALID_USER. Then, the satellite
Smn forwards the message (3) to data center with its own
signature. Otherwise, the satellite Smn rejects the request
from the smart device IDX

A if get INVALID_USER.

m2 = IDm
n ||Enc(Enc(data, PkXA )||σmn , Skmn ) (3)

5) The data center queries its local blockchain, and au-
thenticate the satellite Smn with its public key, saves the
encrypted data if the signature is valid, otherwise, drops
the encrypted data.

By completing all the steps mentioned above without any
mistakes, the satellite Smn will allocate the resources based on
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Fig. 5. Authentication handover when changing satellites

Fig. 6. Authentication handover when changing beams

the service type to establish a secure connection with the smart
device IDX

A . When receiving the message from the satellite
Smn , smart device IDX

A verifies with its SkXA . Once succeed,
a secure channel between the satellite Smn and smart device
IDA is maintained. The smart device doesn’t need to obtain
the public key of the satellite in advance, since the message
comes from the satellite is encrypted with the public key of
the smart device that is known by the legal parties. Thus,
the mutual authentication between the satellite and the smart
device is accomplished with the proposed BC-Authen scheme.

The access authentication algorithm conducted by the satel-
lites is as follows:

Algorithm 4 Access Authentication Algorithm
Input: IDAX ||Enc(Enc(data, PkAX )||σAX , SkAX )
Output: true, false

Satellite IDnm

1: (PkAX , σ′AX )← QueryBC(IDAX )
2: σAX ← Dec(Enc(Enc(data, PkAX )||σAX , SkAX ), PkAX )
3: if σAX = σ′AX then
4: Sends IDnm ||Enc(Enc(data, PkAX )||σnm , Sknm) to

data center
5: end if

Data center
6: (Pknm , σ′nm)← QueryBC(IDnm)
7: σnm ← Dec(Enc(Enc(data, Pknm)||σnm , Sknm), Pknm)
8: if σnm = σ′nm then
9: Stores encrypted data Enc(data, PkAX )

10: end if

4) Fast-Access Authentication phrase: Considering the
handover between beams within the same satellite as shown in
Fig. 6, a fast access authentication mechanism is provided to
reduce the time of querying the public key and transmitting the
validation result from satellite gateway to the access satellites.
When the smart device once get authenticated by a satellite,
the access satellite will cache the related information about
the smart device. Taking the dynamic topology of the LEO
satellite constellation network and the limited storage and
computation resources into the consideration, the cache in-
formation will be set valid for a given short time V alidT ime.
Suppose V alidT ime represents the period that the satellite
could serve a given point on the earth. The access satellite
cache information about smart device IDX

A , which note as
(IDX

A , PkXA , σXA , V alidT ime). Once the V alidT ime has
been passed, the satellite will remove the record from its cache.

Upon receiving the message (1) from the same smart device
IDX

A , the satellite IDm
n can validate the identity of the smart

device in a similar way as it is in the access authentication
phase. The detailed procedures of the fast access authentication
can be realized by Algorithm 5. In this way, the satellite
does not need to send the verification request to the satellite
gateway, thus reducing the searching time in the blockchain
O(n). Note that the fast access authentication is only used on
the condition of 1) the smart device gets authenticated by the
satellite successfully and 2) the smart device is still under the
coverage of the same satellite but served by an another beam.
While another satellite takes charge the area where the smart
devices located, the fast access is not applicable for that there
is no related verification information cached in the satellite,
instead, the access authentication phase will be performed.

Algorithm 5 Fast Access Authentication Algorithm
Input: IDAX ||Enc(Enc(data, PkAX )||σAX , SkAX )
Output: true, false

1: σ′AX ← QueryCache(IDAX )
2: if find then
3: σAX ← Dec(Enc(Enc(data, PkAX )||σAX , SkAX ), PkAX )
4: if σAX = σ′AX then
5: Respond to the request
6: else
7: Reject the request
8: end if
9: else

10: Conduct the access authentication phrase
11: end if

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we address the security analysis of the pro-
posed BC-Authen Scheme with the respect to authentication
security and the conditional privacy.

A. Security

The BC-Authen scheme is a secure authentication scheme
since it is developed under the certificateless cryptography. In
such scheme, the adversary has a negligible advantage that the
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probability to distinguish two distinct plaintexts from a cipher-
text is 1/2 + ε(k), where the ε is a negligible function with
the security parameter k [41]. In other words, the adversary
is not to guess the secret key of a smart device from the large
amount of the ciphertext in the LEO satellite network assisted
IoT ecosystem. Therefore, an adversary has no chance to forge
a digital signature σ for any transactions published in the
system. Additionally, we employed the consortium blockchain
in BC-Authen scheme, which only grant the authority to
those corporate parties. Only selected representatives have the
authority to create and validate the transactions.

For some malicious attacks, the BC-Authen is resisted. The
detailed analysis can be found as follows:

• Data Tampering: Since the sensed data is encrypted with
the public key before transmitting to the satellite, even the
access satellite has no knowledge of what are the content
of the sensed data. If the adversary wants to tamper the
encrypted data, he needs to get the secret key first which
is impossible.

• Eavesdropping: The adversary can eavesdrop the com-
munication between the smart device and the satellite
and obtain the ciphertexts. However, he can’t get the
plaintexts unless he gets the secret keys from involved
entities, which is quite hard.

• Man-in-the-middle: It is impossible for the man in the
middle to register with the role that is already existed in
the system. Besides, the secret keys of any entities in this
ecosystem is hard to obtain. Thus, the adversary couldn’t
disguise himself as any role of the system to conduct
man-in-the-middle attack.

By taking the advantage of the blockchain, our BC-Authen
scheme are unforgeable and immutable as long as more than
half of selected representatives in the network have not been
compromised. The proof of authentication is provided by the
selected representatives to guarantee that each transaction is
coming from the legal entities.

B. Privacy

Considering each party of the LEO satellite network assisted
IoT ecosystem, the proposed BC-Authen scheme preserve the
privacy of the smart device’ identity and the sensed data. In
the registration phrase, it is the SCC who registers the smart
devices to the blockchain. The SCC acts as the intermediate
that maintains the linkability of the real identical information
of the smart device and the pseudonymous identity which
is unique among the same party. The NCC can generate
the partial secret key for the smart device without knowing
its true identity, thus, protecting the privacy of the smart
devices. Besides, the LEO satellite network provider can gain
no knowledge of the sensing data, because the sensing data
is encrypted with public key of the smart device in the BC-
Authen scheme which is hard to decrypt without the smart
device’s secret key. However, as discussed in the security, it
is not possible to get the smart device’s secret key. Therefore,
the genius identity information and sensitive data is protected
under the BC-Authen scheme.

TABLE II
SECURITY PROPERTIES.

IBE-Auth SatSec BAPC Our Scheme
Type of Cryptography IBE Public Public IBE-variant

Key Agreement X X X X
Mutual Authentication × X × X

User Anonymity Partially Partially Partially X

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

SAT storage Query Time Transmission
IBE-Auth n*m*blocks O(2log(sizeb)) 4Tu

SatSec 0 O(log(sizeb)) 2Tu+2Tg
BAPC n*m*blocks O(log(sizec)) 2Tu

Our scheme m*blocks O(log(sizec)) 2Tu+2Ts
n: The number of the satellites on the same orbit.
m: The number of orbits in a LEO satellite constellation.
Sizeb: The size of the blockchain ledger.
Sizec: The cache size on satellite.
Tu: The transmission time between the user and the satellite.
Ts: The transmission time between the satellites in the same orbit.
Tg: The transmission time between the ground station and the satellite.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the performance of our scheme
with three other authentication schemes, IBE-Auth [28], Sat-
Sec [31] and BAPC [32] from the perspective of security fea-
tures, the storage consumption on LEO Satellite Constellation,
query time consumption and transmission time consumption.

A. Security Features

The comparison of the security features is concluded in
TABLE. II. For the type of cryptography system, BAPC
and SatSec adopt public key cryptography system, IBE-Auth
adopts the Identity-based system, and our scheme uses a
variant of Identity-based system. As for mutual authentication,
both our scheme and SatSec provide mutual authentication
while the other related work does not have the authentication
at user device side, which is a security risk. In terms of
user anonymity, the identity of a userâĂŹs device cannot
be extracted without secret credentials in BAPC, SatSec and
IBE-Auth, limiting traceability but ensuring user anonymity to
some level. In our scheme, all the real identity of the owned
smart devices are maintained by themselves, which is more
secure from the corporate parties’ view. The NCC who is
responsible for the key generation does not need the genius
identity of the smart devices but a unique identical information
provided by the trust corporate party, thus, achieving the non-
traceability.

B. Storage Overhead

TABLE. III shows the comparison of the total storage
consumption of blockchain in the LEO satellite constellation.
In IBE-Auth scheme, each satellite maintains a ledger copy,
which takes up n ∗m ∗ blocks. SatSec scheme only keeps the
blockchain ledgers in data processing center and ground base
station, thus, no storage consumption on satellite side. BAPC
scheme employs the consortium blockchain but keeps the
ledger copy in every satellite, which also requires n∗m∗blocks
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Fig. 7. Storage Consumption on LEO Satellite Constellation

storage space. Our scheme preserves the ledger only in the
satellite gateway, which demands storage m ∗ blocks. As can
be seen from the Fig. 7, our scheme requires much less storage
space than IBE-Auth and BAPC.

C. Query Time
In TABLE. III, the query time shows the average time

complexity case to find a record in the blockchian ledger.
The search space for both IBE-Auth scheme and SatSec
scheme is the blockchain ledger size Sizeb, the query time
is O(log(sizeb)). However, IBE-Auth scheme requires two
queries during the authentication phase, thus, the query time
will be O(2log(sizeb)). Since a fast authentication is imple-
mented for both BAPC scheme and our scheme, the query
time under the search space of local cache size Sizec is
O(log(sizec)).

D. Transmission time
The total transmission time of the authentication phase is

summarized in TABLE .III. The IBE-Auth scheme takes 4Tu,
two Round-Trip Time (RTT) of user-satellite, to complete an
authentication phase. The SatSec scheme requires one RTT
of user-satellite 2Tu and another RTT of ground-satellite 2Tg .
The BAPC scheme only needs one RTT of user-satellite 2Tu,
and our scheme demands one RTT of user-satellite 2Tu and
one RTT of satellite-satellite 2Ts. Since the transmission time
of inter satellites within the same orbit is negligible since they
are connected by optical links [4], and the Tg should be smaller
than Tu since the ground station always keeps connections to
the satellite. Thus, we assume that Ts is 0.1Tu and Tg is 0.9Tu.
As shown in Fig. 8, our authentication scheme is much faster
than IBE-Auth and SatSec, and slightly slower than scheme
BAPC.

VI. CONCLUSION

The emergence of integrating the LEO satellite constellation
into the IoT has attracted lots of attentions for its global

Fig. 8. Transmission Time Consumption of Authentication Phase

coverage and seamless Internet access services. Due to its
dynamic topology and frequent link switching of the LEO
satellite network, the traditional centralized secure mechanism
is no longer applicable. In this paper, we first proposed an
blockchain-based authentication architecture for the emerging
LEO satellite network assisted IoT. Then, a distributed authen-
tication scheme BC-Authen has been proposed by seamlessly
integrating the blockchain technology and the certificateless
encryption. By comparing the BC-Authen to IBE-Auth from
the storage overhead, the time complexity and the security,
the results show the proposed BC-Authen scheme needs less
storage space for resource restrained LEO satellite network.
Moreover, we employed the certificateless encryption in the
BC-Authen scheme, which does not need the genius identity
of the smart devices but a pseudonym provided by its owner.
The owner of the smart devices maintain the relation between
the real identity of the smart devices and the pseudonym.
In this way, the NCC could serve the smart devices without
knowing its real identity, therefore, the privacy of the smart
devices have been preserved. Regarding the sensed data, they
are encrypted by the public key of the smart device before
transmitting through the satellite, preventing the data leakage
to the access satellite.

The future work will focus on implementing the BC-Authen
scheme based on the Hyperledger Fabric, and together with
the limited resources sensors, and running the simulation with
taking the topology movement from Satellite Tool Kits (STK)
and network simulation tool (OMNeT++).
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